
 
 
 
 
HANOVER HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 
Minutes of the Hanover Hockey Association Board Meeting 
July 12, 2005 
In Attendance: Jay Wolter, Chris Keating, Mike Wagner, Ross Jones, Karin Thorburn, Ann Malenka,  
Kathy Yukica, John Montgomery, Chris Healy, Brian Gardner, Jessica Bayreuther, Jay Marshall, Amy 
Peters, Carmen Sanderson 
 

1. The Board approved the minutes of the June Board of Directors meeting. 
 
2. Mike Wagner, the treasurer, indicated there was nothing new to report on HHA’s finances. 

 
3. On the registration front, there was nothing new to report, though we should note that 

registration takes place on September 10, with tryouts beginning October 3. 
 

4. Ross Jones reported on the work of the Operations Committee.  With respect to skating 
instructor Dave Reese, the plan is to provide each team in the association, including the Valley Mite 
program, equal access to Mr. Reese’s instruction, with each team receiving about one hour every 2 weeks 
in October, November, and December.  With respect to the fall 3-on-3 league, this year’s program will 
operate from September 10 through Sunday, October 2.  The 3-on-3 program needs an additional person to 
help organize its operations, which until now have benefited from Ross Jones and Dave Ivey’s hard work. 
 

5. The President, Jay Wolter, reviewed the revisions made to the Tryout Guidelines and asked 
the Board to consider the proposed changes.  Jay will present a final draft of the Guidelines for the Board’s 
consideration at the August meeting. 
 

6. Chris Healy reviewed the history of the girls’ hockey program and the plans for this season. 
The Board gave its approval to the following plan: Subject to receiving an appropriate number of 
registrations and $200 deposits no later than August 15, 2005, HHA will offer a non-GSL U-12 girls 
hockey option to families in addition to non-GSL green and white girls teams, and that HHA shall make 
reasonable efforts to allocate an average of three 1/2 ice times each week to the U-12 team for a fee of $500 
(to be adjusted if sufficient ice time cannot be allocated). 
 

7. The Board discussed the possibilities surrounding a merger of HHA’s travel mite program 
with Lebanon Youth Hockey Association’s travel mite program.  Based in part on HHA's long history of 
offering travel hockey and prior circumstances where registration was low during the summer, a consensus 
formed that HHA should conduct a thorough investigation of family interest in travel hockey before such a 
step can be taken and that this matter will be revisited at the August meeting following such a review.  
Chris Healy agreed to contact Lebanon to inform them of the Board decision and to keep the lines of 
communication open.  The Board opined that HHA should offer a travel hockey option at the Mite level 
and that a merger with Lebanon could ultimately prove to be the best option to accomplish this goal. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Chris Keating, Secretary 


